1) Will I be vaccinated before I volunteer?
Answer: Volunteers at the vaccination clinic will not receive the vaccine. At this time, there is a
limited supply of the vaccine and the vaccination clinic is only vaccinating people in high risk
groups.
2) I don’t live in Santa Cruz County, can I still volunteer at the vaccination clinic?
Answer: The vaccination clinic at the Watsonville fairgrounds is open to volunteers that live in
Santa Cruz County or Monterey County. Please do not travel from any other counties or states
to volunteer. To reduce the spread of COVID we ask that you do not travel for the purpose of
volunteering.
3) Do I have to pre-register to be a volunteer at the mass vaccination clinic?
Answer: Yes, all volunteers must register in advance and anyone who is not registered will be
turned away.
4) Is this volunteer opportunity right for me?
Answer: Volunteers at the mass vaccination clinic will be outside and standing on concrete for
up to 4-hours. Please be sure that you are able to meet this requirement. Volunteers will be
given breaks for meals and rest and will have rain protection if needed. Volunteers that are
bilingual in English and Spanish or English and another language are also very helpful, but it is
not required to volunteer. To prevent the spread of COVID-19 we are asking all volunteers to be
aware of their own risk factors or the needs of their family and not volunteer if you feel that you
will be putting yourself or others at risk.
View our COVID Safety Guidelines for Volunteers
5) I have medical training, can I volunteer to vaccinate people?
Answer: Yes, volunteers with medical training are needed! In order to volunteer in this capacity
you must register with the California Disaster Healthcare volunteers here:
https://www.healthcarevolunteers.ca.gov/

